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421 Yoctangee Parkway 

Chillicothe, Ohio 45601-3597 

(740) 702-2287 

 

Department:  _______ _ Health/Physical Education ___________________________________________  

 

 

List the Department Goal(s): 

 

The goal of the CHS health – physical education department is to evoke a positive academic climate and to adhere to 

the mission of the district to prepare students as life-long learners.  This will be done through implementation of 

district / administrative direction in lessons/units taught.  CCSD has put in place the use of 4 Marzano high yield 

strategies (indentify similar/differ; summarize/note take; obj. /feedback; cues questions and advance organizers). The 

district has also put in place the use of study-island as a tool to enhance learning as well.  By implementing these 

CCSD teaching tools/strategies in health – physical education, the department will be able to effectively teach course 

of study while providing support of strategies used in core content areas to aid in improved test scores with the OGT. 

This brings a new dimension to learning and teaching instruction of a life skills class mostly thought of as purely 

kinesthetic in nature. 

 

 

Department Strength(s):  Individual Teachers should list what they have done and feel their individual 

strengths are in their classroom that support the stated department strengths. 

 

A. Utilize top notch facilities & equipment to develop physical fitness for life skill. 

 

B. Direct understanding of Marzano strategies and the OGT test taking Skills 

 

C. Ability to develop academic rigor in a non-core content area to support OGT prep across the curriculum. 

 

D.  Reflect in profession and outwards content presented during course(s). 

 

 

 

Department Weakness(es)/ Action Plan to reach Department Goal:  Individual Teachers should list what they 

have done in their individual classrooms that support that helped strengthen the stated department weakness 

and thus reach the stated department goal. 

 

A. Until 2010-11 year there was no lesson implementation to support core subjects and standardized test prep (Study 

Island, quick writing, Marzanno graphic organizers). 

 

 B.  Need to utilize/develop more formative & summative assessments in content taught to support OGT across the 

curriculum and begin works for support of upcoming end of year exams. 

 

 

Assessing Department Goal:  Do you feel the department goal was realistic?  Do you feel your department 

worked hard enough to obtain the goal?  What can you do differently next year to better prepare your students 

to reach your department goal? 

 

 Department goals and action plan have been develop and implemented.  They will be tweaked and added to for 2012-

13 school year upon OGT data for 2012 arriving and directives of focus given by building admin.  This year the focus 
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was vocabulary acquisition and quick writing (sa/er). As the year progressed and second semester came the tasks was 

to implement more through the use of bell ringers and weekly goal statements. *Continue to use bell ringers and 

weekly goals; use Study Island for test skill practices in content area for Core supports. Keep focus on 4 high yield 

strategies in lessons/units 

 

Assessment- it is in place and being done per directives. Now to review, revise and enhance to increase its 

effectiveness on student learning and support standardized test achievement (June through September).   

 

 

Action Plan to reach Department Goal: 

 

 Develop lessons that routinely focus kinesthetic activities and literary health reviews with critical thinking skills that 

will enhance student’s metacognative abilities and aid academic areas with test skill enhancement. 

 *Just do It! Implement into course and lessons whatever is needed or directed as to enhance collective learning and 

skills across the board.  Be multi-dimensional, not just one dimensional. 

 

 

Data to Support Department Goal:  

 

1. Study-Island Health and Physical education developed with vocabulary acquisition and quick write practices to 

support skills for OGT content classes. 

 

2.  Use of Marzano 4 high yield strategies: A. Note-taking daily, Bell ringer questions every other day as well as 

weekly goal statements; B. Graphic organizer implementation(s) (cluster charts, KWL, flash cards, foldable(s)); C. 

Similarities/differences graphics/notes/feedbacks ex. Aerobic vs. anaerobic – stress vs. anxiety.                                                                                                                                                                        

3.  Opportunity to progress through course and develop a personalized encyclopedia of life skills knowledge to use 

as a reference tool for rest of life. 

 

**All goals and lessons to support OGT based on data provided by building administrator and also CCSD in-service(s) 

materials. 

 

All is a work in progress with plans to tweak and continue to improve. Data numerically to aid to OGT unable to tell at 

this point, but it has to help a little.  BUT implementation of the learning strategies of academic courses is in place and 

improving. 

 

 


